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electronically from your health care provider directly to our pharmacy.
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Your electronic prescription is sent immediately to our pharmacy with no
need to drop off a paper prescription. Your doctor’s electronic system may
also be able to suggest generic and other medications, resulting in cost
effectiveness. The electronic process also helps prevent medication errors.
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Your electronic prescription usually arrives at our
pharmacist’s computer before you leave your doctor’s
office. The time needed to prepare your prescription
depends on how many other prescriptions are being
filled and how soon you arrive. Some pharmacies
may not fill your prescription until you arrive,
depending on local policy.
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Ask your doctor to send your prescription electronically to our
pharmacy.
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When you arrive at our pharmacy, let us know that the prescription
was sent electronically.
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Remember, some medications still require paper prescriptions.
For example, military pharmacies do not accept electronic
prescriptions for controlled substances. Ask your pharmacist about
your prescriptions.
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